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there are two types of xway: fast ethernet and isdn. fast ethernet is the standard ethernet connection used with your pc
and is used to connect to older telemecanique products. isdn is a high speed digital connection used for connecting to

telemecanique products that support isdn. xway - xway is the generic name for the communication link between your pc
and telemecanique plc over ethernet and isdn. xway supports different protocols and connection methods, allowing the

transfer of data in a variety of ways. xway is unique in that it is a "hundred percent" telemecanique compatible
communication link. this means that it fully supports the latest telemecanique software and hardware. for example, if you
have a new plc or cpu, you can download the latest drivers from telemecanique, install them, and immediately connect to

your telemecanique plc or cpu! note that xway was designed for use with the latest telemecanique "auto" drivers, but it is a
fully compatible protocol and can be used with earlier software and hardware. i am able to get the binaries for pl7-2 once i
use the personalization program of the product. please note that to run the personalization program, the telemecanique

software needs to be restarted after personalization is complete. after it has been set up, you will have the option to
download the binaries and the dtm files for the following programming tools: dtm file for altivar 600 series process drives
dtm file for altivar 900 series process drives dtm file for all other supported altivar series drives (includes atv12, atv31,

atv312, atv32, atv61, atv71, atv212) dtm file for altistart 22 and altistart 48 soft starters dtm file for altivar 320: dtm file for
altivar 340: winzip or 7-zip extraction software may be needed for compressed/zipped files. if needed you can download
free version 7-zip from; please let the software and dtm's install in their default file locations (just click next and install).
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programming tools were supplied with
the xbt-c terminal but the company

went out of business, and then
schneider electric took over the

company. the xbt-c terminal has no
open-source tool software provided with
it, or any legacy tool software to speak
of. the terminal has a serial port on the

bottom of the terminal, and is
connected to a parallel port on a pc.

however, the terminal driver is designed
to be used on a pc. the terminal was
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designed to use a proprietary serial port
driver supplied by schneider electric to
interface with the terminal. the terminal

has a built-in parallel port driver, and
schneider does supply drivers for the

terminal that can be downloaded, but it
is not 100% compatible with the

standard version of the serial driver, and
there may be some compatibility issues.
i used my version of this guide to help

the customer with the replacement, and
could not find any software that

matched the version of the terminal on
the shelf. the serial driver that schneider
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supplies was compatible, but they were
not compatible with the serial port of

the terminal. the terminal has a custom
socket on it that has two identification

codes - one for the terminal, and one for
the socket it resides in. schneider

supplies drivers that are unique to the
custom socket that the terminal resides
in, so i had to request an engineering
solution to give me the proper drivers.

they did, and they did it. when the
customer was ready to send the

terminal back, she would download the
drivers from schneider and install them
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on the pc. to do this, she would use the
serial port of the terminal to download
the drivers. this serial port driver is the

same as the original driver supplied with
the terminal, so the terminal would work

fine for a while, but then the terminal
would stop functioning. this would

happen every few months, and at that
time she would uninstall the drivers, and
download the new ones. it's important

to note that the serial port is not
replaced. 5ec8ef588b
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